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The use of a green laser as a pointer at a telescope
Motivated by a thread from Frank Dilatush and Hank Williams in the NexStar Yahoo group about using a green
laser pointer during astronomical observations I decided to give it a try. The human eye is much more sensitive
to green light and thus a green laser beam can be seen easier and at a greater distance than a red one with the
same power. Unfortunately green lasers are presently more expensive than red laser – however the prices are
dropping quickly. I did not like the idea of using a laser pointer (always empty batteries, attachment and alignment to the OTA shaky). Thus I bought a surplus laser unit together with a power supply and built it into an
insulating black plastic casing. The data of the DPSS green Laser are: wavelength 532nm, output power 3-5
mW, mode TEM 00, divergence 0,5 mrad, modulation TLL, >10kHz. It operates from the same power supply as
the telescope (accepts 8-32Volts). As you can see on the next pictures the casing includes all electronics but is
much bigger than a plain laser pointer itself. However now I do no longer have to care about supply voltage or
mechanical issues.

Front and top view, the holes on the top plate allow
airflow into the case, the power button is at the
front left, the laser output window at the front right

Rear and bottom view, the fan is needed to cool the
electronics, the hole in the center includes a nut to
attach the laser on a tripod or to the telescope

Rear and top view, on the left the DC supply
connector

Front and bottom view, on the left the on/off
button, on the right the window for the laser
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Rear view open, the fan cools the electronics, on
the left at the free space behind the window (hole)
is the place where the laser module will be inserted

Front view open, power switch on the left

Side view open, the single PCB includes the power
supply as well as the control circuit for the laser
By means of a precise tangential adapter (called
Witty One from Baader Planetarium) and the
brackets from Ray Cooper (Ray's Brackets) I
attached this laser to my N5. In the bottom of the
case is a hole with a nut behind. Thus I can adjust
the laser beam very precisely in all directions.
The 4-5 mW power of my laser seems to be the
minimum power to be used to easily see the laser in
a very clear night. However lasers with higher
power outputs are only for restricted use, please
obey your local laws. By the way I do not use this
laser for alignment of the optics but only for
pointing to celestial objects.

Laser module, the laser itself is supplied with –5V
with the positive rail at the metal casing of the
module, thus the casing is not grounded and some
isolating tape is used.

Please take special care when using laser for any purpose. It can harm you eyes seriously and must
therefore never be directed to any people or airplanes. Please do not let your children play with them.
Kind regards and have fun
Matthias
Email: DD1US@AMSAT.ORG
Homepage: http://www.dd1us.de
Attachment: 1 page of technical description (in German) from vendor of the laser module
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Attachment: 1 page of technical description (in German) from vendor of the laser module
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